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We have studied some characteristicsof clear air echoesin the lower stratosphere and troposphere
from simultaneous observations of vertical echo power and temperature profiles. The vertical echo
power has been oversampled every 75 m with a height resolution of 150 m by the middle and upper
atmosphere (MU) radar (35øN, 136øE). During the radar observations a radiosonde was launched at
the MU radar site in order to measure temperature, humidity, and pressurewith a height resolution of
a few tens of meters, from which the mean gradient of generalized potential refractive index, M, was
determined. In the lower troposphere (below 10 km altitude), M is enhanced owing to humidity by
about 10-20 dB, and its fine structure is mainly determined by the vertical gradient of humidity. The
relatively large time-height variation of tropospheric echo power seems to be attributed to rapid
changesin the humidity profile. On the other hand, in the upper troposphere(above 10 km altitude)
and stratospherethe vertical structure of M is mainly determined by the Brunt-V/•is•il•i frequencyand
air density,where the former determinesfine verticalstructureof M and.the latter the gradual decrease

in M with a scaleheightof about 7 km. The measuredM 2 profileagreeswell with the verticalecho
power profile down to the radar height resolution of 150 m. That is, the vertical structure of the

reflectioncoefficient
is mainlydeterminedby M 2, and thereforethe energydensityof 3-m scalefluctuations E(2k) seemsto be distributed uniformly with height. The vertical spacing of intense reflection
layers usually rangesfrom 500 m to a few kilometers, which correspondsto the dominant vertical scale
of fluctuations in the Brunt-V/•is•il•i frequency profile. The vertical distribution of intense reflection
layers seems to be explained by a predominance of a saturated vertical wave number spectrum of
gravity waveswith a slopeof -3 and a dominant vertical scaleof a few kilometers.

al., 1985a, b-l, Tsuda et al. [1986] have detected a
large aspect sensitivity of stratospheric echoes at

INTRODUCTION

MST radars operated at VHF and UHF utilize a
physicalprinciple that radio wavesin thesefrequency
bands are scattered and/or reflected by fluctuations
in the radio refractive index of the atmosphere.They
are extensivelyused for the monitoring of the three
componentsof the wind field and turbulence parameters in the troposphereand middle atmosphere.It is
widely acceptedthat for VHF radar observationsiso-

tropic turbulent scatteringis dominant in the oblique
directions [VanZandt et al., 1978'1, and reflection
from stratified layers becomesdominant in the vertical direction [Gage and Green, 1978; R6ttger and Liu,
1978; Gage and Balsley, 1980; R6ttger, 1980]. By
using the unique versatility of the middle and upper
atmosphere(MU) radar [Karo et al., 1984; Fukao et
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zenith angles up to 10ø which seemsto be causedby
Fresnel

reflection.

Various

models modified

from the

Fresnel reflection mechanism, such as diffuse reflec-

tion [R6ttger, 1980] or Fresnel scattering [Hocking
and R6ttger, 1983; Gage et al., 1985], have been proposed to describe the actual behavior of reflection
echoesin the lower atmosphere.
This study is mainly concerned with the characteristics of reflection

echoes observed

from

the vertical

direction in the troposphere and lower stratosphere
in September 1986 by the MU radar. We present a
profile of the refractiveindex gradient simultaneously
measured by a radiosonde launched at the MU radar
site and

discuss dominant

mechanisms

that

deter-

mine the refractive index gradients in the wet (below
10 km) and dry (above 10 km) atmospheresseparately. We also discussthe effectsof gravity waves on the
reflection layers in the dry atmospherein terms of a
saturated vertical wave number spectrum of temperature perturbations.
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humiditygoesto zero,while pe for specularreflection

The refractive index n in the lower atmosphereis
expressedas follows:

detected near the vertical direction becomes pro-

portional to N4E(2k). Thereforethesetwo scattering
mechanismsare characterized by proportionality to

n- 1 = 0.37e/T2 + 77.6 x 10-6p/T

(1) eitherN e or N '• as well as the turbulenceparameters.
In the following sections we will show that variwhere e, p, and T are partial pressureof water vapor
ations of vertical echo power are determined mainly
in millibars, atmosphericpressure,and temperature,
by variations of M e rather than variations of E(2k).
respectively [e.g., Bean and Dutton, 1966]. The first
Furthermore, we will examine the effects of gravity
and second terms are usually referred to as the wet
waves on the structure of the vertical echo power
and dry terms. The vertical gradient of potential refractive index, M, is further defined as

profile.

M = -77.6 x 10-6 p/T(OIn O/Oz)/{l+ 15,500q/T

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the vertical direction,
Sv, after compensatingfor the range-squaredeffectas

ß[1 --(0 In q/Oz)/(20In O/Oz)]}

For

(2a)

convenience

now

define

a

normalized

follows

M = --77.6 x 10-6p/T{N•/g q- 15,500q/T

ß[Ne/g- (OIn q/Oz)/2]}

we

S• = (PdPNXr/10)
2

(eb)

where 0, q, and N are the potential temperature, specific humidity, and Brunt-V•is•l• (buoyancy) frequency, respectively[e.g., Ottersten, 1969; Gage et al.,
1985]. Note that sincep/T is proportional to air density, the dry term of M, i.e., neglectinghumidity, is

proportionalto N 2 and air density.ThereforeM generally decreaseswith the scale height of air density
(approximately 7 km) in the stratospherewhere the
wet term can be neglectedand the background value

(5)

where P N and r are the noise level and the range in
kilometers, respectively.The reflection coefficientdescribedin (4) becomesproportional to Sv.The SNR
in the oblique direction So is also normalized similarly to (5) after compensating for both the rangesquared effect and the decrease of the effective antenna

area.

VERTICAL

ECHO

TEMPERATURE

POWER

AND

PROFILES

of N e is roughly constant.The measuredvertical
echo power is expressedas follows:

P• = Pt,•2/(16•ere)Gep
2

(3)

We have monitored the echo power in the troposphereand lower stratospherewith the MU radar by
pointing the antenna beam in the vertical as well as

where P,, 4, r, G, and p are the transmitted power, in two oblique directionsaligned north and east at a
radar wavelength,range, antenna gain, and reflection zenith angle of 20ø. In this study we have mainly
useddata collectedin the vertical direction.Figure 1
coefficient,respectively.
For the Fresnel reflection the reflection coefficient
shows time-height contours of vertical echo power
is assumedto be proportional to M e and the inten- observed for about 71 hours on September 24-27,
sity of fluctuations with a vertical scale of half of the 1986. Data were collected at altitudes between 5.4
radio wavelength E(2k) [VanZandt and Vincent, and 21 km by oversamplingevery 75 m with a height
resolution of 150 m and a time resolution of about 74

1983; Gage et al., 1985], i.e.,

s. In this analysis, data were averaged over five re-

p2 __CMeE(2k)

(4) cordsin order to make the entiredata setcompact.

where C is a constant which is determined by the
radar wavelength and the height resolution of the
radar sampling volume.

On the other hand, the radar reflectivity is pro-

Below about 10 km there was a large time-height
variation of intensescatteringlayers. A thin intense
echoing layer can be recognized at altitudes of 9-12
km, whoserelation to a passageof a high-levelfront
will be discussed in the next section. In the strato-

portionalto N-eMee for isotropicturbulentscatter- sphere,reflection layers are fairly stratified and show
ing observed by oblique beams pointed sufficiently downward or upward phaseprogressions,
suggesting
far from the zenith, where e is the eddy dissipation a manifestation of gravity wave effects on these rerate within a turbulent layer [Gage et al., 1980]. If we flection layers.
consider (eb), the radar reflectivity for isotropic turSince temperature and humidity profiles play a
bulent scatteringbecomesproportional to Nee as the major role in determining the characteristicsof verti-
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Fig. 1. Contour plot of the vertical echo power detected by MU radar observations starting at 1730 LT on
September 24, 1986. A radiosonde was launched at about 60 hours after the start of the MU radar observations, as
indicated by a thick arrow. A crossindicatesthe tropopauseheight determined from routine radiosondesoundings
at Shionomisaki.

cal echo power, we have launched a radiosonde from
the MU radar site. By adding a microcomputer
system to the data acquisition system of a normal
radiosonde,we are able to sample temperature,pressure, and humidity every 1 s (5-m resolution). We
have smoothed theseprofiles by averaging over 30 m
in order to reduce the quantization error and to

By using a low-pass filter with a cutoff wavelength
of 3 km, a smoothed temperature profile, TO, is determined as shown in Figure 2. The tropopause was
located at around 15 km. The vertical gradient of To
at 10-15 km altitudes is gradual relative to that in
the region below 10 km. Therefore for the purposes
of further discussion, altitudes between 10 and 15 km

obtain equally spaced points from the irregularly' will be referred to as the upper troposphere.
spacedoriginal data points. These profiles are further
smoothedby using a running mean window over five
adjacent points, which gives the temperature profile
with the height resolutionof 150 m similar to that for
the MU

radar observations.

Residual temperature perturbations (T') also plotted in Figure 2 have amplitudes ranging up to 2 K
with a dominant vertical wavelength of 2 km in the
stratosphere. By utilizing a unique data set of temperature profiles from the radiosondeslaunched from
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Fig. 2. Backgroundtemperatureprofile after a low-passfiltering with a cutoff of 3.0 km (To) (left) and residual
temperature fluctuations(T') (right) measuredby a radiosondelaunchedfrom the MU radar site at 0712 LT on
September27, 1986.

the MU

radar

site as well as wind

measurements

taken by the MU radar in October and November
1986, Fritts et al. [1988] have extensivelystudiedthe
characteristicsof vertical wave number spectra of
these fluctuations. They found excellent agreement

there is strong aspect sensitivity in layers with a
thicknessof 0.5-1 km separatedby relatively narrow
non-aspect sensitiveregions. At 8.5-9.5 km the

aspectsensitivitybecomesfairly small, suggesting
predominance
of an isotropicturbulentscattering
between the observed and theoretical saturated vertiregion.The uppertroposphereseemsto be stratified
cal wave number spectra of both temperature and enoughto give intensespecularreflectionssimilarto
wind velocity. Fritts et al. concludedthat the meso- those in the stratosphere.
scalefluctuationsin the temperatureand wind velociCHARACTERISTICS
OF LOWER
ty fields in the troposphereand lower stratosphere
TROPOSPHERIC
ECHO
POWER
are explained by a saturated wave number spectrum
The refractive index gradient in the troposphere
of gravity waves with a slope of -3 at high wave
numbers

and a break

at a dominant

vertical

wave-

includes effects of specifichumidity q and its vertical

length of around 2.5 km. The profile of the pertur- gradient c•q/c9z.As shown in Figure 4, the specific
bation temperature plotted in Figure 2 shows quite humidity was large below 1.5 km altitude. We see
similar behavior to that determined by Fritts et al. that q had an enhancement at 4.5-5.2 km, a local
Therefore we assume here that the temperature fluctuation can be attributed to saturated gravity waves.

Figure 3 shows Sv and So measuredduring the
radiosondesoundingshown in Figure 2. In the lower
stratosphere, aspect sensitivity of the normalized
SNR ranging from 10 to 25 dB exists at all heights,
which indicates

that Fresnel

reflection

from stratified

layers is dominant in the vertical direction [Tsuda et
al., 1986]. On the other hand, in the troposphere

minimum at 5.5-6 km, and a fairly broad enhancement above 6 km with a sharp ceiling at around 10
km, which correspondsto the bottom of the upper
troposphere. Figure 4 also shows a profile of
115,500q/T[1 -(c• In q/c3z)/(2•In O/c3z)]I, which correspondsto the absolute ratio between the wet and
dry lerms from (2a). That is, when this ratio is considerably larger than 1, M is dominated by the wet
term. The ratio tends to become large at altitudes of
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factor in determiningthe fine structureof the M 2

22.5

profile, is faster than the time resolution of the radio-

_

_

sonde measurements. That is, a radiosonde needs

_

about 30 min to reach the 10 km altitude, measuring
local humidity at each height, while the MU radar
monitors vertical echo power instantaneously. Hence

_

20.0

_

_

the M • profilein Figure 4 doesnot necessarily
representthe meanprofileat a giventime; the M a profile

_

_

17.5

-

might not be stable enough for a proper comparison
with the mean Soprofile.
On the other hand, the peaks of the So profiles at
around 12.5 and 13.5 km in the upper troposphere
show relatively small variations in their altitudes and

_

_

_

•

_

E 15.0-LJ_I

-

I---

.•

AND

peak intensities.The M a profile agreesfairly well

-

with the mean profile of So at these heights. This

12.5-

<I:::

_

suggests
that both So and M 2 aboveabout 10 km,

_

where the latter is not appreciably affected by the
humidity, vary more slowly than the time resolution
10.0

of radiosonde

measurements.

The large time-height variations of echo power in
the lower troposphere shown in Figure 1 might suggest a dominance of convectivemotions in the troposphere. However, we should note that the variation
of echo power cannot be directly interpreted as the

7.5

manifestation of convective motions, but indicates
5.0
-20.0

0.0

20.0

40.0

ECHOPOWER(dB)

Sv, So

the variability of structure of the humidity profile,
especiallyits vertical gradient.
Below 12 km near the center of the observing
period, intense echoes are received from a thin descendinglayer as shown in Figure 1. Figure 6 shows

Fig. 3. NormalizedSNR (Sv and So)averagedover 45 records a contour plot of M a includingonly the dry term
(56 min) during the radiosondemeasurements
shownin Figure 2. deduced from routine radiosonde
measurements
at
Solid, dashed,and dot-dashed lines correspondto profiles detect- Shionomisaki weather station about 100 km south of
ed in the vertical, northward, and eastward directions.

the MU radar. The sparse temperature profiles sampled every 12 hours are linearly interpolated in order

large q, and its fine height structureis mainly deter- to draw a contourmap.The M a contoursagreewith
mined by the 3q/3z. At altitudesbelow about 10 kin, the behavior of the intense reflection layer at altihumidity enhancesM 2 by 10-20 dB over the dry tudes of 10-12 km. A discrepancy is that the enterm, as shown in the right-hand panel.
hancedlayer of M 2 in Figure 6 only descendsto
Echo power profiles collected by the MU radar about 10 km, while the intense echoing layer continduring the ascent of the radiosonde are averaged ues to descendto about 9.5 km. This is most likely
over five records, which gives a time resolution of an artifact of the poor time resolution (12 hours) of

about6 min.Theyarethenusedto calculate
theSo

the routine soundings, so that the final part of the

profilesshownin Figure 5. In the lower troposphere descentof the layer was missed.
(below 10 km) theseSo profileshave peaksand dips
The region of the intense echo also correspondsto

at altitudescorresponding
to thoseof the M 2 profile, a region of large vertical shear in the measured horialthough the intensitiesof peaks vary rapidly. The zontal wind. This indicates that there are large horimean of these individual So profiles,which is also zontal temperature gradients as well as a large vertiplottedin Figure5, doesnotagreewellwiththeM a cal gradient. We may therefore identify this as a
profile in Figure 4 in the lower troposphere.This baroclinic zone, i.e., an upper level front. Some of the
comparisonmight suggestthat the time-heightvari- weaker layers observed in the troposphere in Figure
ation of the humidity profile, which is the major I also correspondto regionsof strong wind shear.
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Fig. 4. Profilesof specifichumidity(left),115,500q/T[1- (a In q/az)/(2aIn O/az)]l (secondpanelfrom left),N 2
(third panel from left), and M'• (right) deducedfrom radiosondedata taken at the MU radar site.The vertical
spacingfor the calculationof derivativesis 150 m. Solid and dashedlinesin the right panel correspondto
profileswith and without humidity, respectively.
REFLECTION
TROPOSPHERE

ECHOES
AND

IN

THE

curves are determined by using vertical spacings of
150 m and 30 m for the calculation of temperature

UPPER

STRATOSPHERE

gradients.Thesetwo profilesof M e are hereafterreFigure 7 showsN e and M e profilesmeasuredbe- ferred to as M•s o and M•o, respectively.
Because
tween 10 and 20 km, where the solid and dashed M•5 o has the same height resolutionas the MU
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Fig. 5. Profilesof S,,averagedover 6 min by the MU radar (left),wheresuccessive
profilesare displacedby 20 dB.
The mean profile averagedover nine determinationsis also plotted in the right panel.
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Fig.6. Contourplot of M 2 including
onlythedry termdeduced
fromradiosonde
soundings
of temperature
at
Shionomisakiweatherstationlocatedabout 100km southof the MU radar.Contourlinesare plottedevery3 dB.

radar observationsof echo power, it is mainly usedin

showspeakswith similar verticalspacingsas thosein

this section.

the M•5 o profile below about 15 km and slightly

Becausethe effect of humidity is negligible in the

smaller spacingsabove 15 km. The ratio of So be-

upper troposphere(above 10 km) and stratosphere, tween the peaks and valleys is about 20 and 10 dB

M becomes
proportional
to air densityand N 2 as below and above 15 km, respectively,which is also
with the rangeof variationof M•5 o.
describedin (2b). Since relative fluctuationsof air consistent
If the Mx25o
and M•o profilesare comparedwith
densityare of an order of (T'/To), which is lessthan
1/100as shownin Figure2, the verticalstructureof eachother,it can be recognizedthat peaksof Mx25o
M is mainly determinedby the N 2 profile.Indeed, with thickness of 0.5-1 km consist of several thinner
the fine structureof the M•5 o profile plotted in peaksof M]o. Somepeaksof the Soprofilegenerally
to thoseof M]o, althoughthe agreement
Figure7 is very similarto that of (Ne)e, although correspond
that the M 2
thereis a gradualattenuationof M•50 relativeto the is not perfect.It might be suggested
(Ne)e profile with the scaleheight of atmospheric profile, when it is measuredwith very good height
density. Peak values of M•5o range from resolution,consistsof many peaks and valleys with
10-17_10- xs, and a typical vertical spacingof these vertical spacingsmaller than the radar height resolution (150 m). Thus the vertical echo receivedby the
peaksis 1-2 km in this heightrange.
The mean profile of So also plottedin Figure 7 radar might be an incoherentsummation of refle½-
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Fig. 7. Verticalprofilesof N 2 (left)and M 2 (center)deducedfrom the radiosonde
measurement,
alongwith the
Sv profileaveraged
over56 min of the MU radarobservations
(right).Solidanddashedlinesarecalculated
from
derivativeswith vertical spacingsof 150 and 30 m, respectively.

A linear regressionor a cross-correlationanalysis
of M 2, which is not inconsistentwith the fundamen- betweenlog (M•2•o)and log ($v)givesa quantitative
tal idea of volume scatteringassumedin deriving (4) idea about the relation between these two profiles.
Sincethe measurement
accuracyat M•25odoesnot
[Van Zandt and Vincent, 1983; Gage et al., 1985].

tions contributed

from these thin local enhancements

In order to exhibit more precisely the similarity seemto be affectedby the intensityof M•2•oitself,
betweenSv and M•25oprofiles,theseare replotted and on the other hand, the determinationof $• be-

together in Figure 8a. Below 14 km these profiles
agreequite well exceptfor differencesin intensityat a
valley of about 11.8 km altitude and a discrepancyof
the altitude of a valley near 13 km. At altitudes of
14-15 km, which correspondto the regionjust below

comes worse when the SNR is small, we have as-

ally show similar height structures, although the

Figure 8d.
Theseanalysesindicatethat the height structureof

sumedlog (M•o) as the independent
variableand

log (S•) the dependentvariable in the linear regression analysisplotted in Figure 8c. The slope of the
linearly fitted curveis 0.98 with a standarddeviation
the tropopause,
Svis attenuated
in relationto M•5o of 0.1 for the rangeof M• o largerthan --183 dB.
valuebetweenM•2•0and $• for
by 5-10 dB more than in other altitude regions.In The cross-correlation
the
entire
range
of
variables
is about 0.7 as shown in
the heightrangefrom 15 to 18 km, Svand M 2 gener-

M•s o profileis smoother.Above18 km, S• tendsto
decrease
morerapidlythan M•s o. The ratio between $• with a verticalresolutionof 150m is mainlydeterthat in (4),M 2
S• and M•2soplottedin Figure8b showsa variation minedby M 2,thusN 2,whichsuggests
ranging from -15 to 15 dB from the mean value.
However, the large excursionfrom the mean mostly
occurs at valleys of S•, where estimation of echo
power is lessreliablethan at peaks.The spacialvariation of M 2 might alsobe the causeof the excursion,

varies much more than the factor E(2k).
As describedconcerningthe profile of temperature
perturbation shown in Figure 2, Fritts et al. [1988]
have shown that at wave numbers greater than the

breakpoint (around 1/2.5 c/km) the vertical wave
number spectraof both temperatureand wind velociradar and the radiosonde could become as large as ty have a slope of -3, which quantitatively agrees
several tens of kilometers at these altitudes. A solid
well with the saturated spectrum of gravity waves.
circle in Figure 8b correspondsto a determination at We will now investigatea slope of the vertical wave
a peak of S• whoselocation is indicated by a short numberspectraof N 2 at higherwave numbersthan
horizontal bar in Figure 8a. The mean value of the the breakpoint. If temperatureperturbationsare exratio at the peaks is 189.5 dB with a standard devi- pressedby a Fourier series,then the spectralenergy
ation of 2.4 dB indicated as straight vertical lines in densityof N 2 is proportionalto the productof the
wave number squared and the spectral energy denFigure 8b.
because the horizontal

distance

between

the MU
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becauseN 2 is calculated from the vertical derivative of the temperature perturbation. Therefore a slope of -3 for temperature perturbations is transformedinto a slope of
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smaller than the dominant vertical scale. When spectra of the temperature perturbations have a slope
exactly equal to -3 as was found by Fritts et al.
[1988] after averaging many spectra, so that the
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INDEX

roughly following a slope of -1, which is consistent
with the investigation described above.
The area-preserving graph of temperature perturbation indicates that the energy of the temperature
perturbations is concentrated around the dominant
vertical scale (breakpoint) of 2 km. On the other
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By using the same data analysistechniqueused by
Fritts ct al., wc have calculated the vertical wave
number spectra of the normalized temperature per-

turbation and N 2 observedon September27, 1986.
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The results arc plotted in Figure 9 in normal and
area-preservingforms.The spectraldensityfluctuates
ld •
I
I
significantly owing to daily variability of gravity
Ids ld•
163 102
•
1½
163
162
wave activity as also detected in their spectra by
m (c/•
m (c•)
Fritts ct al. The theoretical saturated spectrum disFig. 9. Vertical wave number $•ctra of nomali•d
tempercussedby Fritts ct al. predicts both the slope (-1)
ature perturbation (top panels) and Brunt,V•is•l•
frequency
and amplitude of the temperaturespectrum.This the- squared (bottom panels). Left panels show normal s•ctra, and
oretical linc, also plotted in Figure 9, agreeswell with right panels show area-preservinggraphs in which the intcsrat•

the observedtemperaturespectrumat wave numbers

largerthan the breakpointof 5 x 10-4 c/m. Spectral
densitiesof the peaks in the N e spectranear 6
x 10-4, 1.1 x 10-3, and 1.6 x 10-4 c/m decrease

area under each s•ctral curve is directly proportional to the integrated energy. Dot-dashed lines in the top left and bottom left
panels show slo•s of -3 and -1, respectively.Vertical dashed
lines in the right panels indicate the dominant wavelcngh of approximately 2 km for temperature•rturbations.
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rier componentsare independentof each other. Then,
by squaring each Fourier component, its energy density is transferred to the wave number a factor of 2
larger than the original wave number. Therefore the
dominant vertical spacingsof the echo power profile
are biased toward

smaller

scales than

the dominant

vertical wavelength of the fluctuations in temperature
and wind fields. Since the echo power profile corre-

AND

REFRACTIVE

INDEX

GRADIENTS

However,the linear relation betweenS,and M e
shownin Figure 8 suggests
that the vertical structure
of the reflection coefficient with height resolution of

the MU radar(150 m) is mainlydetermined
by M e
and, therefore,the energydensity of 3-m scalefluctuationsE(2k) seemsto be distributedrather uniformly
with height, although E(2k) is certainly another im-

portantfactorto determinethe intensityof the reflec-

lates with the M e profile, the richnessof the M e

tion coefficient.

profile on smaller scalessuggeststhat the echo power
profile may also be rich on smaller scales.This would

Brunt-V•is•lfi'
frequency
agreewell with the satu-

be consistent

rated spectrum of gravity waves with a dominant

with

the discussion

of the correlation

Vertical wave number spectra of temperature and

betweenthe echopower and M]0 profilesshownin

scale of a few kilometers and slopes of -3 and -1,

Figure 7.
In summary, we have experimentally found that
the vertical structure of stratospheric vertical echo

respectively,as shown in Figure 9. From an investigation of area-preservinggraphsof thesespectra,we
have found that the spectra of Brunt-V•is•l• frequency profiles have large energy at wavelengths

power is mainly determinedby M e and, therefore,by
(N2)e considering(2), (3), and (4). Fluctuationsof N e smaller than the dominant scale for temperature perseem to be affected by gravity waves through their
effectson the temperature field.

turbation, although the energy of the temperature
fluctuations

is concentrated

near the dominant

scale.

From MU radar observations with good height resolution, we have shown that the vertical spacings of
intense reflection layers in the stratosphere, which

CONCLUSION

We have presented simultaneous observations of
generallyrange from 500 m to a few kilometers,corvertical echo power in the troposphere and lower
respondto the dominant vertical scaleof fluctuations
stratosphere detected by the MU radar and the rein the Brunt-V•isfil• frequency profile.
fractive index gradient measured by a radiosonde. In
the troposphere the wet term gives an enhancement
Acknowledgments.The authors wish to thank T. E. VanZandt,

of M e by about 10-20 dB over the dry term, althoughthe overall heightstructureof M e is similar
to the dry term. The vertical gradient of humidity

generatesfine structurein the M e profile such as
sharp peaks and deep dips. Large time-height variations of tropospheric echo power can be attributed
to rapid changesin the humidity profile, which may
be affected by convective motions. We have observed
the passageof a high-level front over the MU radar
and also its effects on refractive index gradient
through perturbations in the temperature field.
In the upper troposphere and stratosphere the fine

verticalstructureof M e is mainly determinedby the
Brunt-Vfiisfilfi frequency. We have found excellent

agreementbetweenthe Sv and the M e profileswith a
radar range resolution of 150 m. A linear regression

analysisalso showsthat Sv is proportionalto M e.
This indicates that intense peaks in the vertical echo
power profiles represent the local enhancement of
Brunt-Vfiisfilfi frequency probably induced by gravity
waves through their modification of the temperature
field. Unfortunately, we cannot determine the origin
of the refractive

index fluctuations

with a scale of 3 m

(half of the radar wavelength) from our observations.
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careful reading of the manuscript.One of the authors (P.T.M.) is
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